A New Era of SmartWell® Technology

The same exceptional performance and reliability, but now with optimum response, modularity, digital insight, and reservoir control.

Experience The Future of Completions™
True Reservoir Management Driven by Actionable Data Insights

SmartWell® Turing
Electro-Hydraulic Control System
- Improved system response
- Increase reservoir contact
- Rig time savings
- Contingency mechanical override
- Modularity and scalability
- Simplify your completion architecture
- Full tubing bore for production/injection
- Move between any choking position and in any direction with a single step
- Simple integration of wellbore data and flow allocation for optimized control

SmartWell® Volta
All-Electric Control System
- Mitigate production uncertainty
- Understand your zonal contribution
- Minimize costs per BOE
- Single electrical line to control multiple zones
- Use for injection or production
- Coordinated control and monitoring capabilities for workflow automation and fieldwide insights

Clariti™ Digital Reservoir Management Platform
An integral part of the eCompletions™ Ecosystem

View
Visualize Downhole Data with Alarming

Flow
Accurate Virtual Downhole Flow Allocation

React
Well Management with Automated Workflows

Manage
Active Management with SmartWell® Systems

Predict
Digital Full Field Management
Purposed Technology for Your Reservoir

- **SmartWell®**
  - Hydraulic Control System

- **SmartWell® Turing**
  - Electro-Hydraulic Control System

- **SmartWell® Volta**
  - All-Electric Control System

**Features**

- Infinitely variable zonal control
- Single conductor controls unlimited number of zones
- Move to any position desired without pressure cycling
- Fast response system with high shifting force
- Metal-to-metal tubing-to-annulus seal with high unloading differential
- Modular zonal production/injection management
- Remote actuation without intervention

**Diagnostics and Position Sensing**

- Intrinsically enabled
- Integrated
- Enabled
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